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PTIME degrees decidability problems
(Teruko Tsuda)
1 (Honest) p-time degrees
$\Sigma=\{0,1\},$ $\Sigma^{*}$ $\Sigma$ , $x,$ $y,$ $z,$ $\cdots$ ,
$A,$ $B$ , $\cdot$ . . . $|x|$ $x$ , $\{$ , $\}$ invertible,
p-time, pairing function $|x|,$ $|y|\leq|\{x, y\}|$ .
OTM (oracle Turing machine) polynomially honest , poly-
nomial $p$ , input $x$ oracle query $y$ $|x|\leq p(|y|)$
.
$A$ $B$ p-T [hp-T ]reducible, $A\leq_{T}^{p}B[A\leq_{T}^{hp}B]$ ,
, $A$ accept p-time bounded ( , input $x$
oracle query $y$ $|y|\leq p(|x|)$ ) [ , polynomially
honest ] , $B$ oracle deterministic Turing machine
.
, $A$ $B$ p-m[hp-m] reducible, $A\leq_{m}^{p}B[A\leq_{m}^{hp}B]$ ,
, p-time computable [ , p-honest , $|x|\leq p(|f(x)|)$ ]function
$f$ : $\Sigma^{*}arrow\Sigma^{*}[f : \Sigma^{*}arrow\Sigma^{*}\cup\{+, -\}]$ $x\in A\Leftrightarrow f(x)\in B$ $[$




$A\leq mB\Rightarrow A\leq\tau hpB$
$\Downarrow$ $\Downarrow$
$A\leq pBm\Rightarrow A\leq p\tau^{B}$
reducibility equivalent $A\equiv^{p}B\tau\Leftrightarrow A\leq_{T}^{p}B$ $\ B\leq_{T}^{p}A$
, $A$ equivalent class $\deg_{T}^{p}(A)$ . , degrees
$a,$ $b,$ $\cdots$ .
Recursive join $A\oplus B=\{Ox :x\in A\}\cup\{1x :x\in B\}$ ,
reducibility $\deg_{r}(A\oplus B)=\deg_{r}(A)\vee\deg_{r}(B)$ , base
set $R$ $\{S, \leq_{r}\};S=\{\deg_{r}(A) :A\in R\}$ upper semi-lattice
.
\langle $S,$ $\leq_{r}$ } elementary theory lt Th $(\{S, \leq_{r}\})$ , ? (7) $\Pi_{n}$-theory ( $\Pi_{n}$-sentences)
$\Pi_{n^{-}}Th(\langle S, \leq_{r}\})$ .
Base sets , .




, $A$ low set , $A’\equiv\tau\emptyset$’ . , $I$ } ,
. ([4])
(1) $A\in I$ , $B$ recursive in $A$ $B\in I$
(2) $A,$ $B\in I$ $A\oplus B\in I$
theories decidability ,
.
Th$(\{REC, \leq_{T}^{p}\})$ undecidable . ([6])
Th$(\{REC, \leq_{T}^{hp}\})$ undecidable . ([2])
$\Pi_{2^{-}}Th(\{REC, \leq_{T}^{p}\rangle)$ decidable . ([7])
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$\Pi_{2^{-}}Th(\{I, \leq_{T}^{hp}\})$ decidable . ([4]) $(\dagger)$
$Th(\langle REC, \leq_{m}^{p}\})$ undecidable . ([1])
Th$(\langle REC, \leq_{m}^{hp}\})$ undecidable . ([2])
Th$(\{R, \leq_{m}^{hp}\})$ undecidable . ([5])
2 Construction
(\dagger ) , $REC$ p-time degrees structures
\langle LOW, $\leq_{T}^{hp}$ } .
,
Strong minimal pair theorem ([3])
Splitting theorem
, splitting theorem , .
Splitting Theorem:
$\forall b,$ $c$ s.t. $c<b\exists a_{o},$ $a_{1}[ b=a_{0}\vee a_{1} \ c<a_{0}, a_{1}<b\ a_{0}|a_{1}]$
Proof
$\{(\Phi_{e},p_{e})\}$ lt p-honest OTMs recursive enumeration, $B\in b,$ $C\in c$
.









$D_{k}=\{x : l_{k}\leq|x|<l_{k+1}\}$ , $t(N)$ $D_{N}$




$A_{1}(x)=\{\begin{array}{l}B(x)ifx\in D_{N}\ t(N)=2e \text{ }1C(x)otherwise\end{array}$
.
construction , R2$eR_{2e+1}$
, $B\neq\Phi_{e}(A_{1}),$ $B\neq\Phi_{e}(A_{0})$ .
witnesses sets , Finite sets recursive sequences,
$\{V_{e,s}\},$ $\{\overline{V}_{e,s}\}$ , , $V_{e}= \bigcup_{s}V_{e,s},$ $\overline{V}_{e}=\bigcup_{s}\overline{V}_{e,s}$ ,
r.e. index function $V_{e}=W_{\theta(e)},$ $\overline{V}_{e}=W_{\hat{\theta}(e)}$ .
$V_{e}\subseteq[\{x, n\}$ : $\exists s[B_{s}(x)=1\ \Phi_{e}(\sigma_{n}, x)=0\ \sigma_{n}=C_{s}\int p_{e}^{x}]$ }
$\overline{V}_{e}\subseteq[\{x, n\}$ : $\exists s[B_{s}(x)=0\ \Phi_{e}(\sigma_{n}, x)=1\ \sigma_{n}=C_{s}\uparrow p_{e}^{x}]$ }
. , $p_{e}^{x}=\{y\in\Sigma^{*}$ : $|x|\leq p_{e}(|y|)$ $\ |y|\leq$
$p_{e}(|x|)$ } , $\{a_{n}\}$ } $dom(a)=p_{e}^{x},$ $rng(\sigma)\subseteq\{0,1 \}$ finite
functions recursive enumeration .
, witnesses certify , $\triangle_{2}^{0}$ sets .
$H=$ { $e’$ : $\exists\{x,$ $n\}\in W_{e’}[x\in B\ a_{n}=C\# p_{e}^{x}$ for some $e]$ }
$\overline{H}=$ { $e’$ : $\exists\{x,$ $n\}\in W_{e’}[x\not\in B\ a_{n}=C\# p_{e}^{x}$ for some $e]$ }
Limit lemma , recursive functions $h,\hat{h}$ ,
$H(x)= \lim_{s}h(x, s),\overline{H}(x)=\lim_{s}\hat{h}(x, s)$
, $B,$ $C$ , $B(x)= \lim_{s}B_{s}(x),$ $C(x)= \lim_{s}C_{s}(x)$ .
Construction:
$l(s),$ $r(s)$ , stage $s$ $D$
requirement $R$ suffix . , LIST certify
requirements , $c$ global counter .
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Stage $0$
$c=0,$ $l(O)=l_{0}=0,$ $r(O)=0$ , $LIST=$ {all requirements}, $V_{e,0}=$
$\overline{V}_{e,0}=\emptyset$ , (stage) $0$ testing phase .
Stage $(s+1)$
$l(s)=l_{N}$ , $R_{t(N)}$ LIST highest priority require-
ment .
Case 1 $s$ testing phase .
Case 1.1 $t(N)=2e$ .
Case 1.1.1 $p_{e}(l_{N})\leq|x|<s+1$ $x$
.
(1) $B_{s+1}(x)=1\ \Phi_{e}(C_{s+1}, x)=0$
(2) $B_{s+1}(x)=0\ \Phi_{e}(C_{s+1}, x)=1$




. , $a_{n}=C_{s+1}\# p_{e}^{x}$ .
Case 1.1.1.1 .
(i) $h(\theta(2e), s+1)=1$ and
$(\exists\{x, n\}\in V_{2e,s+1})[B_{s+1}(x)=l\ a_{n}=C_{s+1}\# p_{e}^{x}]$
(ii) $\hat{h}(\hat{\theta}(2e), s+1)=1$ and
$(\exists\{x, n\}\in\overline{V}_{2e,s+1})[B_{s+1}(x)=0\ a_{n}=C_{s+1}\uparrow p_{e}^{x}]$
, $R_{2e}$ certify , $N$ $:=N+1,$ $l_{N}=$
(current value of counter c) . , $R_{2e}$ LIST






Case 1.2 $t(N)=2e+1$ .
Case 1.2.1 $p_{e}(l_{N})\leq|x|<s+1$ $x$
.
(1) $B_{s+1}(x)=1\ \Phi_{e}(C_{s+1}, x)=0$
(2) $B_{s+1}(x)=0\ \Phi_{e}(C_{s+1}, x)=1$




. $\cdot$ , $\sigma_{n}=C_{s+1}\beta p_{e}^{x}$ .
Case 1.1.1.1 .
(i) $h(\theta(2e+1), s+1)=1$ and
$(\exists\{x, n\rangle\in V_{-,e+1,s+1})[B_{s+1}(x)=1\ \sigma_{n}=C_{s+1}\# p_{e}^{x}]$
(ii) $\hat{h}(\hat{\theta}(2e+1), s+1)=1$ and
$( \exists\{x, n\}\in\overline{V}_{2e+1,s+1})[B_{s+1}(x)=0\ \sigma_{n}=C_{s+1}\int p_{e}^{x}]$
, $R_{2e+1}$ certify , $N$ $:=N+1,$ $l_{N}=$
(current valueof counter c) . , $R_{2e+1}$ LIST






Case 2 $s$ waiting phase .
Case 2.1 $s=l_{N}$ .
$l(s)=l_{N}$ , $s+1$ checking phase .
Case 2.2 Otherwise.
$l(s+1)=l(s)$ , .
Case 3 $s$ checking phase .
Case 3.1 requirement $R_{r}(r\leq r(s))$
.
(1) $h(\theta(r), s)=0$ and
$(\forall\{x, n\rangle\in V_{r,s})[B_{s}(x)=0\vee\sigma_{n}\neq C_{s}\uparrow p_{e}^{x}]$
(2) $\hat{h}(\hat{\theta}(r), s)=0$ and
$(\forall\{x, n\rangle\in\overline{V}_{r,s})[B_{s}(x)=1\vee a_{n}\neq C_{s}\uparrow p_{e}^{x}]$
, $R_{r}$ injure , $r$ ,
$R_{r}$ LIST . $s+1$ testing phase .
Case 3.2 Otherwise.




Claim 1 Construction , testing phase waiting phase .
Proof Case 1.1 . Case 1.2 . $B\not\leq_{T}^{hp}C$
, $p_{e}(l_{N})\leq|x|,$ $B(x)\neq\Phi_{e}(C, x)$ $x$ ,
$x$ . , $B(x)=1,$ $\Phi_{e}(C, x)=0$ , $s$
, $B_{s}(x)=B(x),$ $C_{s}\# p_{e}^{x}=C\# p_{e}^{x}$ , Case 1.1.1 (1)
, \langle $x,$ $n$ } $\in V_{2e}=W_{\theta(2e)},$ $x\in B,$ $a_{n}=C\# p_{e}^{\lambda}$ . , $\theta(2e)\in H.$ ,
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Case 1.1.1.1 , $h(\theta(2e))=0$ , ,
$\theta(2e)\not\in H$ , .
Claim 2 requiremment , attack .
Proof $R_{r}$ , attack requirement highest
priority , stage $R_{r}$ higher priority
requirement attack . , stage $s$
$\}$ , $H(\theta(r))=h(\theta(r), s),\overline{H}(\hat{\theta}(r))=\hat{h}(\hat{\theta}(r), s)$ . Case 3.1 ,
stage $s’$ $R_{r}$ } injure , $h(\theta(r), s’)=\hat{h}(\hat{\theta}(r), s’)=0$ .
, stage $s’+1$ $R_{r}$ ? attack , Claim 1 ,
$t>s’+1$ $h(\theta(r), t)=1$ $\hat{h}(\hat{\theta}(r), t)=1$ ,
.
Claim 3 requirement .
Proof R2$e$ . $R_{2e+1}$ .
, $H(\theta(2e))=\overline{H}(\hat{\theta}(2e))=0$ ,
$\forall\{x,$ $n\rangle$ $\in V_{2e}[B(x)=0\vee\sigma_{n}\neq C\uparrow p_{e}^{x}]$ ,
$\forall\{x, n\}\in\overline{V}_{2e}[B(x)=1\vee\sigma_{n}\neq C\# p_{e}^{x}]$ .
, stage $s$ , $H(\theta(2e))=h(\theta(2e), s),\overline{H}(\hat{\theta}(2e))=$
$\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}((2e), s)\wedge$ . Claim 2 $R_{2e}$ attack ,
$s$ $V_{2e,s},\overline{V}_{2e,s}$ fix . ,
$t$ ,
$\forall\{x,$ $n\rangle$ $\in V_{2e,t}\cup\overline{V}_{2e,t}[B_{t}(x)=B(x)\ C_{t}\uparrow p_{e}^{x}=C\uparrow p_{e}^{x}]$
, , Case 3.1 , $R_{2e}$ injure
, .
, $H(\theta(2e))=1$ $\overline{H}(\hat{\theta}(2e))=1$ . , $H(\theta(2e))=$
$1$ . $B(x)=1\ \sigma_{n}=C\# p_{e}^{\lambda}$ { $x,$ $n\rangle$ $\in V_{2e}$ , stage
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$s+1$ , $\{x, n\}\in V_{2e,s+1}-V_{2e,s}$ . , $B_{s+1}(x)=1,$ $\Phi_{e}(C_{s+1}, x)=0$ ,
$\sigma_{n}=C_{s+1}\# p_{e}^{x}$ . $C\# p_{e}^{x}=C_{s+1}\uparrow p_{e}^{x}=\sigma_{n}$ , $\Phi_{e}(C, x)=0$
, $A_{0}(x)=B(x)\neq\Phi_{e}(C, x)$ .
$A_{0},$ $A_{1}$ , $c<a_{0},$ $a_{1}<b$ . , $b\leq\deg_{T}^{hp}(A_{0}\oplus A_{1})=$
$(a_{0}\vee a_{1})\leq b$ , input $x$ , $l_{N}\leq|x|<l_{N}+1$ $N$ ,
$t(N)$ , $t(N)=2e$ $y=0x,$ $t(N)=2e+1$ $y=1x$
, $B(x)=A_{0}\oplus A_{1}(y)$ , , $C\leq\tau hpB$
. $a_{0}|a_{1}$ . $\square$
3 Problems
PTIME degrees structures 1 , decid-
ability \langle open problems, ,
$\bullet$ Th$(\{S, \leq_{T}^{hp}\});S=I$ , LOW, $R$ , or $\triangle_{2}^{0}$ undecidable ?
$\bullet$
$\Pi_{3^{-}}Th(\{S, \leq_{T}^{hp}\})$ undecidable ?
undecidability .
, (finite) partial orderings theory undecidability , language
$L(\leq)$ formula $\varphi$
$\forall\langle P, \leq p\rangle$ p.o. $\exists\overline{a}$ (finite parameters) s.t.
{{ $b\in S$ : $\{S, \leq r\rangle\models\varphi_{\overline{x},y}(\overline{a}, b)\},$ $\leq r\rangle$ $\simeq\{P, \leq P\}$
.
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